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Dual tasking or action cascading is essential in everyday life and often investigated using tasks presenting
stimuli in different sensory modalities. Findings obtained with multimodal tasks are often broadly
generalized, but until today, it has remained unclear whether multimodal integration affects performance in
action cascading or the underlying neurophysiology. To bridge this gap, we asked healthy young adults to
complete a stop-change paradigm which presented different stimuli in either one or two modalities while
recording behavioral and neurophysiological data. Bimodal stimulus presentation prolonged response
times and affected bottom-up and top-down guided attentional processes as reflected by the P1 and N1,
respectively. However, the most important effect was the modulation of response selection processes
reflected by the P3 suggesting that a potentially different way of forming task goals operates during action
cascading in bimodal vs. unimodal tasks. When two modalities are involved, separate task goals need to be
formed while a conjoint task goal may be generated when all stimuli are presented in the same modality. On
a systems level, these processes seem to be related to the modulation of activity in fronto-polar regions
(BA10) as well as Broca’s area (BA44).

I
n daily life, action control frequently requires choosing between different response options. In such situations,
action control often requires the integration of different sensory modalities to achieve a goal. For example,
when driving a car you may be required to stop the car in front of a red traffic light even though the navigation

system instructs you to turn right immediately after this traffic light.
In cognitive neuroscience, action cascading as well as dual-tasking processes are often examined in similar

situations, where responses on visual and auditory stimuli have to be carried out. A classical example for this is the
psychological refractory period (PRP) paradigm which is often used to examine dual task performance. It requires
two consecutive speeded responses to two stimuli presented in different modalities (e.g. visual and auditory). This
typically elicits the so-called PRP-effect characterized by slower responses to the second stimulus, especially when
the second stimulus is presented shortly after the first stimulus1–5. A conceptually related task making use of
stimuli presented in different modalities is the Stop-Change paradigm6. Here, one (e.g. visual) stimulus is used to
STOP an ongoing response, and another (e.g. auditory) stimulus is used to signal a CHANGE to another response
alternative6–9. In this context, different results suggest that mechanisms of bottom-up and top-down attentional
selection modulate performance in action cascading9,10. Even though such tasks are effective in examining ‘multi-
component behavior’11, the obtained measures are potentially confounded by the fact that they require attentional
shifting between modalities to accomplish all task goals7. It has been shown that attentional selection processes
involved in multi-component behavior can be critically affected by the number of modalities to be processed12–14.
Yet, it has remained largely elusive whether processing at the response selection level and action cascading in
particular is affected by the number of sensory modalities that need to be integrated. Therefore, we aim to
investigate how the process of action cascading is affected by multisensory integration.

For this purpose, we introduce two manipulations of a Stop-Change task. The first is a manipulation of sensory
input modalities comparing a bimodal (visual-auditory) and a unimodal (visual) version of the task. The inves-
tigated action cascading requires stopping of a ‘‘Go’’ response triggered by a ‘‘STOP’’ stimulus, which is ultimately
followed by a CHANGE stimulus. In the bimodal version, the CHANGE stimulus is presented in the auditory
modality and the STOP stimulus is presented in the visual modality. In the unimodal version, STOP and
CHANGE stimuli are both presented in the visual modality. Hence, both versions differ with respect to the
modality of the CHANGE stimulus. This difference between task versions is expected to provide insight into
the multisensory integration and attentional shifting between modalities potentially affecting action cascading. The
second is a manipulation of time constraints. By presenting STOP and CHANGE stimuli either simultaneously or
temporally spaced, it allows for separate vs. combined investigation of input in different modalities.
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In order to investigate how bimodal vs. unimodal sensory
information affects neuronal mechanisms underlying action cascad-
ing processes, we use EEG and source localization. Trying to infer
how multisensory neuronal mechanisms affect action cascading pro-
cesses, the P3 event related potential (ERP) is an important measure.
It depicts two interrelated processes relevant to action cascading: On
the one hand, the P3 reflects response selection processes during
action cascading triggered by multisensory inputs15. On the other
hand and closely related, intermodal attention shifts are also reflected
by the P316,17. Therefore, we expect both the modality manipulation
and the time constraint manipulation to yield effects on response
selection during CHANGE stimulus presentation. As mentioned
before, the most critical aspect differentially modulating response
selection in the bimodal and unimodal version might be intermodal
attention shifting. Therefore, the shifting of attention between mod-
alities to allow correct STOP and CHANGE responses should modu-
late the P3. Given that this is only required in the bimodal version, we
expect the P3 component following the CHANGE stimulus to be
smaller in the unimodal than in the bimodal version. For the same
reason, the time constraint manipulation should only influence
bimodal integration because temporal spacing may hinder multisen-
sory integration18. Opposed to this, there should be substantially
smaller response selection (P3) differences due to temporal spacing
in the unimodal version because it does not require multisensory
integration.

We use source localization techniques to examine how these mod-
ulations between a unimodal and a bimodal version affect the sys-
tems level. Attention shifting contributes to other executive function
like cognitive branching19,20. Cognitive braching refers to the process
of selecting subsequent actions based on information conveyed by
past events21. Mechanisms of cognitive branching and attentional
shifting have been suggested to be mediated by fronto-polar
regions22. These fronto-polar regions are also modulated by multi-
sensory integration23. Cognitive branching mechanisms may be
more necessary in the bimodal condition, because here, information
from different modalities needs to be integrated and put in order for
action cascading. However, previous results suggest that the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) plays a role in action cascading, too7,10,24. It is
therefore possible that differences between conditions in the P3 are
also related to activity changes in the ACC.

Results
Behavioral data. The analysis of the reaction times (RTs) on GO
trials revealed no difference between the groups (F(1,30) 5 1.60; p 5
.214; gp

2 5 .051). A mixed effects ANOVA using the within-subject
factor ‘‘SCD interval’’ and the between-subject factor ‘‘group’’
revealed a main effect of ‘‘SCD interval’’ (F(1,30) 5 230.56; p ,

.001; gp
2 5 .885) indicating that RTs were longer in SCD0 trials

(844 ms 6 26) than in SCD300 trials (675 ms 6 28). Also, there
was a main effect of ‘‘group’’ (F(1,30) 5 19.16; p , .001; gp

2 5 .390)
showing that RTs were generally longer in the bimodal group
(878 ms 6 38) than unimodal group (640 ms 6 38). However,
there was no ‘‘SCD interval x group’’ interaction (F(1,30) 5 0.14; p
. .7), which indicates that there were no differential effects of
unimodal or bimodal stimulus presentation on RTs in the two
SCD conditions. The SSRT did not differ between groups (p . .05).

In terms of accuracy (i.e., the absolute frequency of correct reac-
tions), there was no group effect on GO trials (F(1,30) 5 2.42; p .

.13). In SC trials, the accuracy for the STOP response cannot differ
because the staircase procedure was applied to assess SSRTs. Another
consequence from the staircase procedure was the main effect of
"SCD interval’’ found in the number of correct responses to the
CHANGE stimulus. It showed that accuracy was higher in the
SCD300 (116 6 3.3) condition than in the SCD0 (81.3 6 2) con-
dition (F(1,30) 5 343.90; p , .001;gp

2 5 .920). An interaction ‘‘SCD
interval x group’’ was also found (F(1,30) 5 10.78; p , .001; gp

2 5

.264), but there was no main effect ‘‘group’’ (F(1,30) 5 12.80; p 5

.001; gp
2 5 .299). Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc independent sam-

ples t-tests were used to examine the interaction in more detail. These
revealed that accuracy differed in the SCD0 condition (t30 5 2.55; p
5 .008) where it was higher in the bimodal group (85.1 6 2) than in
the unimodal group (75.5 6 3.4). There was no difference between
the groups in the SCD300 condition (t30 5 20.55; p . .4).

Summarizing the behavioral data, we found that the bimodal pre-
sentation of stimuli leads to a general prolonging of RTs as well as to
an improvement of response accuracy in case of simultaneous inputs.
Yet, a speed-accuracy trade-off can be ruled out because the RTs did
not show a differential modulation across SCD conditions and
groups (as was the case for the accuracy measures). The analyses
reported above were repeated to control for possible age and sex
effects, adding these variables as additional between-subject factor
or covariate to the statistical model. All results remained the same
with no effect of the additional group parameters (all F , 0.9; p . .2).

Neurophysiological data: P1 and N1. The ERPs on the P1 and N1
are shown in Figure 1. The P1 amplitudes were analyzed in a mixed
effects ANOVA using the factors ‘‘SCD interval’’, ‘‘STOP/CHANGE
stimulus’’ (whether the ERP was elicited by a STOP or by a CHANGE
stimulus) as within-subject factors and ‘‘group’’ as between-subject
factor. The factor electrode was not modelled because any effect of
electrode would be confounded by the different modalities and hence
the ‘‘group’’ factor. The inclusion of this factor would have led to co-
linearities in the ANOVA and hence to critical violations of
assumptions used in ANOVA statistics.

The main effect of ‘‘SCD interval’’ (F(1,30) 5 20.52; p , .001; gp
2

5 .406) showed that the P1 was larger in the SCD0 (30.3 mV/m2 6

3.4) than in the SCD300 (23.7 mV/m2 6 2.7) condition. The main
effect ‘‘STOP/CHANGE stimulus’’ (F(1,30) 5 108.59; p , .001; gp

2

5 .784) showed that the P1 was larger for STOP (36.4 mV/m2 6 3.1)
than for CHANGE stimuli (17.8 mV/m2 6 3.1). However, there was
an interaction of ‘‘SCD interval x STOP/CHANGE stimulus x group’’
(F(1,30) 5 23.05; p , .001; gp

2 5 .435) indicating that the above
main effects cannot be interpreted without accounting for the group
effect. This interaction is shown in Figure 2 (top row).

Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc tests revealed that this interaction
is due to the fact that within the unimodal group, the P1 was larger in
the SCD0 (42.8 6 6.6) than in the SCD300 condition (26.4 mV/m2 6

5.5) for CHANGE stimuli, but not for STOP stimuli (t15 5 0.54; p .

.3). In contrast, the bimodal group showed larger P1 in the SCD0
(35.57 mV/m2 6 2.9) than in the SCD300 condition (25.63 mV/m2 6

2.8) for STOP stimuli (t15 5 3.64; p 5 .001), but there were no P1
amplitude differences between the SCD conditions for CHANGE
stimuli (t15 5 20.87; p . .2). There were no other main or inter-
action effects for P1 amplitudes and also no effects for P1 latency (all
F , 0.8; p . .3).

For the N1 amplitudes, there was a main effect of ‘‘STOP/
CHANGE stimulus’’ (F(1,30) 5 11.59; p 5 .002;gp

2 5 .271) showing
that the N1 was larger (i.e. more negative) after STOP (231.7 mV/m2

6 2.3) than after CHANGE stimuli (224.1 mV/m2 6 1.5). There was
also an interaction of ‘‘SCD interval x STOP/CHANGE stimulus x
group’’ (F(1,30) 5 18.09; p , .001; gp

2 5 .376), which is shown in
Figure 2 (bottom row). Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc tests revealed
that this interaction was due to the fact that for STOP stimuli, there
was a group difference (bimodal , unimodal) in the SCD0 condition
(t30 5 21.86; p 5 .05) but not in the SCD300 condition (t30 5 20.46;
p . .4). In contrast, the CHANGE stimuli showed no group differ-
ences in the SCD0 condition (t30 5 20.12; p . .6), but in the SCD300
condition (t30 5 23.63; p 5 .001, where bimodal , unimodal).
There were no other main effets, interaction or latency difference
effects evident for the N1 (all F , 1.23; p . .2).

Summing up the findings on attention-related ERP components,
we found that the groups displayed differential effects. While the
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unimodal group showed P1 differences among the SCD conditions
only after the CHANGE stimulus, the bimodal group only showed P1
differences between SCD conditions after the STOP stimulus. The
direction of P1 differences was however the same in both cases (larger
amplitude in SCD0 than in SCD300). The N1 showed another pat-
tern of differential modulation. Here, the STOP-evoked N1 only
differend in the SCD0 condition while the CHANGE-evoked N1
only differed in the SCD300 condition. Yet, the direction of the effect
was the same (larger amplitudes in the bimodal than in the unimodal
task). Controlling the analyses decrived above for possible age and
sex effects revealed no effect of these additional parameters (all F ,

0.4; p . .4).

Neurophysiological data: P3. The P3 at electrode Cz is shown in
Figure 3A. In Figure 3, time point zero denotes the time point of
Stop-signal presentation and the vertical dashed line denotes the

presentation of the CHANGE stimulus in the SCD300 condition.
In the SCD0 condition, STOP and CHANGE stimuli are both
presented at time point zero. For the bimodal version two
positivities can be seen around 300 and 600 ms, which confirms
previous findings on this version of the task (e.g. Refs. 7, 8. In the
unimodal version, however, there is no peak around 600 ms, neither
in the SCD0 nor in the SCD300 condition. In this context, it may be
argued that in the unimodal version, RTs were ,230 ms faster than
in the bimodal version. It seems that the second peak usually
observed around 600 ms in the SCD300 condition may be shifted
in time and is hence reflected in the peak around 300 to 400 ms. Yet,
in the unimodal version the peak is at similar latency. For the data
analysis, the P3 peaks in the bimodal version were quantified as
the mean amplitude in the time interval between 200 to 400 ms for
the first peak and between 500 to 700 ms for the second peak. For the
unimodal version, the amplitude of the potentials was quantified in

Figure 1 | Stimulus-locked ERP curves depicting the P1 and N1 components. All curves are locked to the STOP stimulus which was presented at time

point zero. In the SCD0 condition (blue lines), the CHANGE stimulus was presented simultaneously (also at time point zero), while in the SCD300

condition, the CHANGE stimulus was hence presented at time point 300. The dotted gray line at 300 ms denotes the onset on the CHANGE stimulus in

the SCD300 condition. In the top row, the visual P1 and N1 elicited by the visual CHANGE stimulus in the unimodal group are displayed at electrodes P7

and P8. As can be seen from the topography maps of the peaks, electrodes P7 and P8 are located in the center of the respective positive and negative

potential distributions across the scalp and thus best depict the P1 and N1 components. In the bottom row, the auditory P1 and N1 elicited by the auditory

CHANGE stimulus in the bimodal group are displayed at electrodes C5 and C6. As can be seen from the topography maps of the peaks, electrodes C5 and

C6 are located in the center of the respective positive and negative potential distributions across the scalp and thus best depict these components.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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the same time intervals. For the analysis of this data, an additional
within-subject factor ‘‘peak interval’’ (first vs. second interval) was
introduced in the mixed effects ANOVA.

The most complex interaction revealed by the mixed effects
ANOVA was an interaction of ‘‘SCD interval x peak interval x group’’
(F(1,30) 5 27.06; p , .001; gp

2 5 .474, see Figure 3B). Since this
interaction involves all three factors of the statistical model, other
effects are not interpretable. Post-hoc tests were performed to ana-
lyze this interaction in further detail. For the first peak interval (190
to 430 ms), the SCD0 condition elicited a significantly larger ampli-
tude than the SCD300 condition in the bimodal group (t15 5 8.98; p
, .001) but not in the unimodal group (t15 5 1.2; p . .12). For the
SCD0 condition, the groups differed from each other (t30 5 3.19; p 5

.001), but there were no group differences in the SCD300 condition
(t30 5 20.53; p . .3). A sLORETA analysis of the observed group

differences in the SCD0 condition showed that differences in the first
P3 peak were related to activation differences in the ACC (BA24),
which was more active in the bimodal group (see Figure 3A).

For the second peak interval (450 to 740 ms), potentials were
higher in the SCD300 condition than in the SCD0 condition in the
unimodal group (t15 5 22.02; p 5 .031) and in the bimodal group
(t15 5 25.99; p , .001), but the effect was stronger in the bimodal
group. For the SCD0 condition, the groups did not differ from each
other (t30 5 20.9; p . .2), but there were differences in the SCD300
condition (t30 5 2.52; p 5 .017). The SCD300 condition hence shows
an inverted picture, as compared to the SCD0 condition. A sub-
sequent sLORETA analysis of the observed group differences in
the SCD300 condition showed that differences in the second P3 peak
were related to activation differences in Broca’s area (BA44) and the
frontal pole (BA10), which were both more active in the bimodal
group (see Figure 3A).

In summary, P3 peak amplitudes were differentially modulated
across conditions: While the first peak only showed group differences
in the SCD0 condition, the second peak only showed differences in
the SCD300 condition. Event hough the direction of the amplitude
differences was the same in both cases (bimodal . unimodal), dif-
ferent brain areas contributed to this result: In the SCD0 condition,
P3 differences between the groups were due to differences in ACC
activity, whereas in the SCD300 condition, Broca’s area and the
frontal pole were most involved in producing the bimodal P3 peak.
Controlling these analyses for possible age and sex effects revealed no
effect of these additional parameters (all F , 0.8; p . .2).

Discussion
In this study, we examined how action cascading processes are dif-
ferentially affected by unimodal or bimodal sensory input that needs
to be processed to perform action cascading. Generally, our study
shows that action cascading processes are modulated by the integ-
ration of information from different modalities.

The behavioral data show that participants were faster in the
unimodal version than the bimodal task, implying that the unimodal
version was easier to perform. Given that the two experiments only
differ with respect to the modality in which the CHANGE stimulus is
presented, the most straightforward explanation for these findings is
that only in the bimodal version, attention needs to be shifted
between two modalities and information from the different modalit-
ies needs to be integrated. Therefore, the detection and further pro-
cessing of the reference cue (i.e. the CHANGE target) is slower when
presented in a different modality than the previous visual STOP
signal25–27. In line with our previous studies, we also found that due
to the different temporal spacing of stimuli, participants were faster
in the SCD300 than in the SCD0 condition (e.g. Refs. 7, 8. In terms of
accuracy, there was neither a main group effect, nor a difference
between conditions, indicating that the observed RT differences
are not subject to a speed-accuracy tradeoff.

Embarking into the details of the underlying neural processes, we
investigated perception and attention-related ERPs (P1 and N1)
triggered by the STOP and CHANGE stimuli. The P1 is thought to
provide a measure of perceptual and attentional gating and to
increase with saliency of a stimulus, thus reflecting a rather auto-
matic, bottom-up guided allocation of attentional ressources28–30. In
general, P1 amplitudes were larger in the SCD0 condition than in the
SCD300 condition, which may have been caused by the more com-
plex simultaneous input in the SCD0 condition related to STOP and
CHANGE stimuli. The temporal delay differentially modulated the
P1. While the difference was only following the CHANGE signal in
the unimodal group, only the STOP-triggered P1 was affected in the
bimodal group. These findings suggest that the manipulation of
input modalities had an influence on how attention was initially
allocated to the stimuli. In the unimodal group, the CHANGE stimu-
lus seemed to receive less attention in the SCD300 condition. A

Figure 2 | Interaction effects found for the individually quantified P1 and
N1 peak amplitudes. Note that STOP stimuli were always presented

visually, so that all amplitudes depicted in the left graphs were quantified at

electrodes P7 and P8. In contrast, the modality of the CHANGE stimulus

varied so that it was quantified at electrodes P7 and P8 for the (visual)

unimodal group and at electrodes C5 and C6 fpr the bimodal (auditory)

group. Differences in P1 amplitudes are shown in the top row of the graph.

Most importantly, the bimodal group showed a smaller P1 amplitude in

response to the visual stop stimulus when STOP and CHANGE stimuli

were not presented at the same time (SCD300 condition, see top left

graph). Furthermore, the auditory CHANGE stimulus presented in the

bimodal task elicited equally small P1 components while the visual

CHANGE stimulus presented in the unimodal task elicited a significantly

larger peak amplitude when presented together with the STOP stimulus

(SCD0 condition, see top right graph). Differences in the N1 amplitude are

shown in the bottom row of the graph. Most importantly, the unimodal

group showed a stronger decrease of the N1 amplitude in the SCD300

condition than the bimodal group (bottom right graph). In the SCD0

condition, where stimuli were presented simultaneously, the STOP signal

furthermore elicited a N1 amplitude decrease in the unimodal group and

an increase in the bimodal group (see bottom left graph).
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possible explanation for this is that it followed a visual (STOP)
stimulus, thus being the second visual input and thus eliciting less
bottom-up attention even though it carried relevant information.
The fact that this was not found in the bimodal group can rather
easily be explained by the fact that in both conditions (SCD0 and
SCD300), the auditory CHANGE stimulus was equally salient
because it was presented in another modality. With a task-dependent
‘‘preference’’ for the auditory CHANGE signal, the participants may
have paid less attention to the STOP signal when presented on its
own, as reflected by the smaller P1 amplitude in the SCD300
condition.

By comparison, the N1 component is thought to reflect a top-
down guided discrimination process which selectively allocates
attention to relevant stimulus features (e.g. Refs. 31–33. Here, we
found that in case of simultaneous input (SCD0 condition), groups
differ with respect to the STOP signal, which seems to receive more
top-down guided attention in case of the bimodal task. In case of
temporal spacing (SCD300 condition), this difference was however
found only for the CHANGE stimulus. The finding that the bimodal
group had larger N1 amplitudes in both cases can be attributed to a
voluntary increase in attentional processing of stimuli in order to put

up with the increased processing requirements of multimodal sens-
ory integration.

The P3 likely reflects the process mediating between stimulus
evaluation and response execution, thus depicting aspects of res-
ponse selection34,35. Matching previous findings on the bimodal ver-
sion of the action cascading task15, we found that in the bimodal task
version, the P3 was locked to the CHANGE stimulus. Previous
results show that modulations of the P3 mainly drive the behavioral
effects between subjects using a more efficient and a less efficient
strategy to cascade actions and variations in P3 amplitudes are likely
due to activation differences in the ACC (BA32). When comparing
unimodal vs. bimodal versions in the SCD0 condition, the sLORETA
analysis suggests that the larger P3 elicited in the bimodal SCD0
condition seems to be due to greater ACC activity compared to the
unimodal version. Given that ACC activity can be seen as an indi-
cator of overall effort/processing demands (e.g. Refs. 36, 37, the larger
P3 in the bimodal version in the SCD0 condition most likely reflects
the increased effort or processing demand required by the multi-
sensory integration in the bimodal task.

However, the most important finding of this study is the dissoci-
ation of the processes eliciting the P3. While in the bimodal version,

Figure 3 | Task-dependent modulations at the level of the P3 component. (A) The top row depicts stimulus-locked ERP curves at electrode Cz. Time

point zero denotes the onset of the STOP stimulus as well as the CHANGE stimulus in the SCD0 condition. The dotted gray line at 300 ms denotes the

onset on the CHANGE stimulu in the SCD300 condition in the right graph. As can be seen in the top left graph, the simultaneous presentation of

a visual STOP stimulus and a auditory CHANGE stimulus in the bimodal task (black curve) elicited a P3 component that was larger than the one elicited

by the two visual stimuli presented in the unimodal task (red curve). sLORETA source localization revealed that the difference in peak amplitudes was due

to a higher activation of the ACC (BA24) in the bimodal group. As can be seen in the topographic maps, electrode Cz best depicts the P3 component at the

respective time points. The top right graph shows that the bimodal task (black line) elicited two peaks; one following the visual STOP signal and another

one following the auditory CHANGE signal. By constrast, the unimodal task (red curve) only elicited a positivity following the STOP signal, but failed to

elicit a second peak after the CHANGE signal. sLORETA analyses of this second peak revealed that this difference was caused by activity within the frontal

pole (BA10) as well as Broca’s are (BA44). (B) Interaction plots showing the modulation of the P3 peaks in the different group (unimodal vs. bimodal)

across SCD conditions. The bottom left graph shows that the first P3 peak was larger in the bimodal group only when stimuli were presented

simultaneously (SCD0 condition). while there was no difference. Finally, the bottom left graph shows that the peak amplitudes of increased in the SCD300

condition in both groups. Yet, the bimodal group showed a larger difference than the unimodal group.
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the P3 always followed the CHANGE stimulus, it was bound to the
STOP stimulus in the unimodal version (as indicated by the lack of a
P3 peak after the CHANGE in the SCD300 condition, see Fig. 4A). In
general, action cascading is achieved by means of task goal processing
and manipulation6,38–41. For the bimodal version of the employed
paradigm, Verbruggen et al. demonstrated the existence of three task
goals: a GO goal, a STOP goal, and a CHANGE goal. In previous
studies, we were able to show that the P3 component was related to
performance in the task15. In the bimodal version, the P3 may be seen
as an indicator of the task goal processing as well as reflecting aspects
of multisensory integration. The fact that the CHANGE stimulus
fails to elicit such a P3 component in the unimodal version in
SCD300 condition suggests underlying differences in task goal pro-
cessing or multisensory integration. A potentially different way of
forming task goals might provide an explanation for our findings
when assuming that task goals can be combined/merged when

information stems from the same modality42,43: In the bimodal ver-
sion, participants formed a STOP task goal based on visual informa-
tion and a separate task goal based on the information of the auditory
CHANGE stimulus. By contrast, it is possible that participants per-
forming the unimodal version might have already begun to form a
conjoint response task goal upon the presentation of the visual STOP
signal given that the CHANGE signal would later occur in the same
modality.

At a systems level, the sLORETA results suggest that processing
differences between task versions in the SCD300 condition are
related to the the frontal pole and Broca’s area. These areas were
more active in the bimodal task version (compare Fig. 4A). The
frontal pole has been demonstrated to be modulated by multisensory
integration23 as well as cognitive branching and task switching pro-
cesses44. Based on our findings, this suggests that the CHANGE-
locked P3 component found in the bimodal SCD300 condition

Figure 4 | Illustration of the two versions of the stop-change task (SCT). As can be seen on the left side, both experiments presented a visual GO signal

(white circle) at the beginning of all trials. In GO trials, the subjects needed to respond with the right hand (middle finger 5 ‘‘above’’ response,

index finger 5 ‘‘below’’ response). In stop-change trials, the GO stimulus was followed by a visual STOP stimulus (red rectangle, see middle) after a

variable and individually adjusted stop-signal delay (SSD). The CHANGE stimulus was either presented with a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA)/stop-

signal delay (SCD) of 0 ms or of 300 ms after the STOP stimulus. Our experimental manipulation was limited to the modality in which the CHANGE

stimulus was presented: In the unimodal task (see top row), the CHANGE stimulus was a bold yellow line. By constrast, the bimodal task (bottom

row) used 200 ms sine tones (1300 Hz, 900 Hz, and 500 Hz) as CHANGE stimuli. Responses to the CHANGE stimulus had to be given with the left hand

(middle finger 5 ‘‘above’’ response, index finger 5 ‘‘below’’ response).
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reflects the integration of different sensory inputs from multiple
modalities for the purpose of goal-directed action cascading.
Activation differences in fronto-polar regions may be interpreted
such that in the bimodal version, a switch between modalities is
required (i.e., STOP stimulus in visual modality and CHANGE
stimulus in auditory modality). In the bimodal version, participants
had to switch from the visual to the auditory modality to respond
correctly. This cross-modal switching might have delayed the P3
latency until after the CHANGE signal in the bimodal version. By
comparison, the unimodal version does not necessitate such a switch
across modality-specific task goals, which might provide a reason for
the much earlier onset of the P3 component. Matching this inter-
pretation, the P3 has been found to be modulated by task switches
(e.g. Refs. 34, 45 and also the fronto-polar region has been shown to
be involved attention shifts and hence the processes closely related to
task switching between modalities46,47. Thus, the higher fronto-polar
activation during the bimodal version suggests that participants per-
formed intermodal attention shifts to respond correctly. Related to
aspects of shifting, the fronto-polar activation differences might also
reflect that in the bimodal version, participants had to maintain
information about the running task in a pending state (i.e. maintain-
ing the relevant information conveyed by the auditory reference cue)
while performing subsequent processes (i.e. Planning and executing
CHANGE response using motor and visual modalities). This is
known as cognitive branching, which denotes ‘‘a process requiring
holding one goal in mind while performing sub-goal processes’’48,49.
However, as mentioned above, the results from source localization
also suggest Broca’s area to stronger activated in the SCD300 in the
bimodal task version. On the grounds that Broca’s area is explicitly
involved in the processing of hierarchical action sequences50–52, this
furthermore supports the above-mentioned hypothesis that only in
the bimodal task, participants maintained two separate STOP and
CHANGE task goals which needed to be organized in a hierarchical
fashion.

A limitation of the study is that the reported effects are based on a
between-subject manipulation of a stop-change paradigm, with one
group experiencing a unimodal change stimulus, while bimodal pro-
cessing was required from the other group. This necessarily con-
founds any modality effects with group differences. The results
may therefore be different when testing in a within-subject design.
However, repeating the paradigm might result in a distortion of
behavioral and neurophysiological parameters due to learning
effects. Furthermore, the results are the same when controlling for
the effects of age and sex.

In summary, we investigated if and how multisensory integration
modulates action cascading processes. The data show that action
cascading processes are differentially affected by unimodal or bimo-
dal sensory input that needs to be integrated to allow multicompo-
nent behavior. These results suggest that the manipulation of input
modalities influenced how attention was allocated to the different
stimuli. Yet, the modulation of response selection processes, i.e. the
dissociation of processes eliciting the P3 in the bimodal and unim-
odal task versions, was most important. While the P3 was strongly
modulated by the CHANGE process in the bimodal version, it was
strongly modulated by the STOP process in the unimodal version. A

potentially different way of forming task goals might provide an
explanation for these findings. When two modalities are involved,
separate task goals need to be set up whereas a conjoint task goal may
be set up when all stimuli are presented in the same modality. On a
systems level, these processes seem to related to modulations of
activity in fronto-polar regions (BA10) as well as Broca’s area
(BA44).

Methods
Sample. Our sample consisted of n 5 32 healthy right handed participants (18
females) aged 19–30 (mean age 5 24.65 6 2.92). All of the participants stated to be
right-handed and to have no history of psychiatric or neurologic diseases. Each
participant was randomly assigned to one of two experiments (visual or auditory
version of the task; n 5 16 auditory and n 5 16 visual experiments). All participants
had normal hearing abilities and normal or correct-to-normal vision. All participants
were naı̈ve to the experimental design. Each participant gave written informed
consent before beginning the experiment. After the experiment, each of them was
reimbursed with 10J. The study and all experimental protocols were approved by the
ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine of the TU Dresden and was carried out in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Demographical data are shown in
Table 1. This table also includes information about the number of rejected trials
during EEG data processing. There were generally no differences in these parameters
between the experiments (all p . .4).

General experimental paradigm. All subjects were comfortably seated at a distance
of 57 cm from a 17 inch CRT computer monitor in a sound-attenuated room. The
participants were instructed to respond using four different keys (‘‘S’’, ‘‘C’’, ‘‘N’’, and
‘‘K’’) located on a regular computer keyboard placed in front of them. ‘‘Presentation’’
software (Version 17.1 by Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.) was used to present the
stimuli, record the behavioral responses (Reaction times (RTs) and correct responses)
and to synchronize with the EEG.

A modified version of the Stop-Change paradigm introduced by Verbruggen et al.
was used in this study (see Figure 4 for illustration). The task consisted of 864 trials
and lasted for about 25 minutes. Two thirds of the trials were ‘‘GO’’ trials and the
remaining trials were ‘‘Stop-Change’’ (SC) trials. Both of these trial types were pre-
sented in a pseudorandomized order. The task was presented on a black background.
The task array consisted of 4 vertically arranged white bordered circles separated by 3
white horizontal lines. This task array was enclosed in a white-bordered rectangle (as
shown in Fig. 1). Each trial began with this empty array and after 250 ms, one of the
four circles was filled with white color. In the ‘‘GO’’ condition, this white circle
became the target and participants were asked to respond to it by pressing one of two
keys with the right hand. In case the target was located above the middle white line,
participants had to respond with their right middle finger and if the target was located
below the middle line, participants had to respond with their right index finger for the
correct key response. If participants did not respond within 1000 ms after the onset of
the target, a speed up sign (the German word ‘‘Schneller!’’ which translates to
‘‘Faster!’’) was presented above the stimulus array until the trial was ended by a button
press. SC trials also began with the empty array followed by the GO stimulus. After a
variable Stop-signal delay (SSD), the GO stimulus was followed by a STOP stimulus
(the border of the rectangle turned from white to red, see figure 1). The SSD was
adjusted to each participant’s individual task performance by means of a staircase
algorithm (cf. Refs. 6, 53. The SSD was initially set to 250 ms. If the participant did not
make any mistakes during a SC trial (hence did not respond before the presentation of
the STOP stimulus and correctly responded to the CHANGE stimulus described
below) the SSD was decreased by 50 ms. In case of any incorrect response, the SSD
was increased by 50 ms. Hence, the staircase yielded a 50% probability of successfully
performed SC trials. To keep the trial duration within reasonable limits, SSD variation
was restricted to a range from 50 to 1000 ms.

The STOP stimulus was followed by a CHANGE stimulus requiring the partici-
pants to respond with their left hand instead. There were two SC conditions. In the
first condition, there was no Stop-Change delay (SCD0) so that STOP and CHANGE
stimuli were presented simultaneously. In the second SC condition, there was a
stimulus onset asynchrony of 300 ms (SCD300) so that the CHANGE stimulus was
presented 300 ms after the onset of the STOP stimulus. Our two experiments used
visual and auditory CHANGE stimuli (see below) which, irrespective of the input
modality, were indicative of one of the three lines. In each experiment, the

Table 1 | The table provides demographical data of the sample as well as the percentage of trials included in the ERP averages for each
experimental condition in the different experiments (the mean and standard deviation is given in brackets)

Parameter Visual-visual experiment Auditory-visual experiment Significance

Sex 9 females, 7 males 8 females, 8 males p . .6
Age 24.2 (3) 25.1 (3.3) p . .4
Years of education 11.4 (0.7) 11.5 (0.8) p . .8
percentage of discarded SCD 0 trials 2.5 (0.4) 2.3 (0.6) p . .7
Percentage of discarded SCD 300 trials 2.6 (0.5) 2.7 (0.6) p . .7
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participants were asked to spatially relate the target (white circle) to the new reference
line. In case the target was located above the reference line, participants had to
respond with their left middle finger and if the target was located below the reference
line, then participants had to respond with their left index finger for the correct key
response. In case participants did not respond within 2000 ms after the onset of the
CHANGE stimulus, the speed up sign was presented above the stimulus array until
the trial was ended by a button press.

Visual and auditory experiments. Half of the participants completed a visual version
of the Stop-Change paradigm. Here, the CHANGE stimuli were bold yellow bars,
which remained on the screen until the participant responded by pressing one of the
response keys. In each SC trial, one of the three horizontal lines would turn into a bold
yellow bar, thus becoming the new reference line.

In the auditory experiment, the CHANGE stimulus was a 200 ms sine tone pre-
sented via headphones. There were 3 differently pitched tones (low/600 Hz, middle/
900 Hz, and high/1200 Hz) presented at a 75 dB sound pressure level. The middle
tone represented the middle reference line while the high and low tones stood for the
high and low reference lines, respectively. Given that all tones were presented to the
two ears via headphones, they did not have inherent spatial properties, as compared
to the visual CHANGE stimuli.

EEG Recording and Analysis. High-density EEG recording was acquired using a
QuickAmp amplifier (Brain Products, Inc.) with 65 Ag–AgCl electrodes at standard
scalp positions. The reference electrode was located at Fpz. The data were recorded
with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz and later (offline) down-sampled to 256 Hz. All
electrode impedances were set to ,5 kV. After recording, a band- pass filter ranging
from 0.5 to 20 Hz was applied and manual inspection of the data was performed to
remove technical artifacts Then, in order to correct the periodically recurring artifacts
such as eye blinks or saccade artifacts, an independent component analysis (ICA) was
applied using the Infomax algorithm. Independent components reflecting artifacts
were discarded before back-projecting the data. Afterwards, one more manual raw
data inspection was applied to remove any residuall artifacts. Next, the EEG data was
segmented according to the two SCD conditions (SCD0 and SCD300). The
segmentation was performed in relation to the occurrence of the STOP signal7. After
the data was epoched, an automated artifact rejection was applied. The rejection
criteria included a maximum voltage of .60 mV/ms, a maximal value difference of
150 mV in a 250 ms interval, or activity ,0.1 mV. In order to eliminate the reference
potential, a current source density (CSD) transformation was applied54. The CSD also
works as a spatial filter55, which helps to identify the electrodes that best reflect activity
related to different cognitive processes. Then, a baseline correction was set to the time
window from 2900 till 2700 ms to obtain a ‘‘real’’ prestimulus baseline. Based on
this stimulus locking procedure, the P1, N1, and P3 ERPs were quantified. Electrodes
were chosen on the basis of visual inspection of the scalp topography which it showed
a bilateral pattern of activation for the different ERP components. Due to this bilateral
pattern, electrodes on both sides of the scalp were quantified. Hence, the visual P1 and
N1 were measured at electrodes P7 and P8 (P1: 50–160 ms and N1: 160–300 ms post-
stimulus, respectively), the auditory N1 was measured at C5 and C6 (90–190 ms post-
stimulus), and the P3 was measured at Cz (first peak190–430 ms and second peak
450–740 ms after the onset of the STOP stimulus). A validation procedure was run to
decide the choice of these electrodes: A search interval was defined for each ERP
component, in which the component was expected to be maximal. Then, the mean
amplitude within each of these search intervals of each of the 65 electrode positions
were extracted. This was done after CSD transformation of the data which
accentuates scalp topography55. Following this, Bonferroni-correction for multiple
comparisons (critical threshold, p 5 0.0007) was used to compare each electrode
against an average of all other electrodes. Only electrodes showing significantly larger
mean amplitudes (i.e., negative for the N1-potentials and positive for the P-
potentials) as compared to other electrodes were chosen. This procedure revealed the
same electrodes as previously chosen by visual inspection of the scalp topography
plots. All components were quantified in peak amplitude and latency on the single-
subject level. The P1 and N1 ERP amplitudes were quantified relative to the
prestimulus baseline. The P3 amplitudes were quantified in a peak-to-peak manner
because the preceeding negativity was distinctively larger for the two experimental
groups (refer Fig. 4A, left).

sLORETA. ERPs source localization was conducted using sLORETA (standardized
low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography56,57. Based on extra-cranial
measurements, it provides a single linear solution to the inverse problem without a
localization bias56–59 and has been validated in simultaneous EEG/fMRI studies60.
sLORETA partitions the intracerebral volume in 6,239 voxels at a spatial resolution of
5 mm. For each voxel, the standardized current density is calculated in a realistic head
model61 using the MNI152 template. For this study, we separately compared the two
experimental groups in the SCD0 and SCD300 conditions using the built-in voxel-
wise randomization tests with 3,000 permutations (based on statistical nonparametric
mapping). Voxels with significant differences (p , .05, corrected for multiple
comparisons) between the unimodal and bimodal group were located in the MNI
brain and Brodman areas (BAs). Coordinates in the MNI brain were determined
using the sLORETA software (www.unizh.ch/keyinst/NewLORETA/sLORETA/
sLORETA.htm). sLORETA has mathematically been proven to show reliable
estimates of underlying cortical sources of ERPs59.

Statistics. Mixed effects analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were used to analyze
behavioral and ERP data. The factors ‘‘condition’’ (GO trials, SCD0 trials and SCD300
trials) and ‘‘electrode’’ (only for ERP data) were used as within-subject factors. The
factor ‘‘group’’ (visual/unimodal vs. auditory/bimodal) was used as between-subjects
factor. The degrees of freedom were adjusted using Greenhouse-Geisser correction.
All post-hoc tests were Bonferroni-corrected. Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests indicated
that all variables used for the analysis were normally distributed (all z , 0.5; P . 0.4;
1-tailed). For all descriptive statistics, the standard error of the mean (SEM) was used
as a measure of variability.
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